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Show Me Word List
Look! Listen! and Learn Language!

Animals

cat The cat has soft fur. 
dog The dog is sticking out her tongue.
cow A cow gives milk.
pig The pig is in the dirt.
duck The duck is on the water.
horse The horse eats green grass.
bird The pretty bird sings bird songs.
frog The frog has big eyes.
chicken The mother chicken has chicks.
goat The goat has two big horns.
sheep The sheep eat and walk.
snake The snake is on the sand.
donkey The donkey has big ears.
bee The bee is gathering pollen.
dolphin The dolphin has smooth skin.
rooster A rooster is a male. A hen is a female.
lion	 This	looks	like	a	fierce	lion.
peacock The peacock spread his colorful feathers.
elephants Baby elephants like to be near their mommies.
tiger The tiger is resting in the grass.
wolf The wolf is a wild animal.
chimpanzee A chimpanzee eats fruits and leaves.
parrots These two parrots have yellow beaks.
goose The goose is resting on the ground.
cheetah The spotty cheetah is a very fast runner.
moose The moose are wading in the water.
seagull	 The	seagull	flies	way	up	in	the	sky.
cricket The cricket came in the house.
hawk The hawk is looking for something to eat.
bull Where are the bull’s eyes?
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Contrasts

up	 The	kite	flies	up	in	the	sky.
down The ball bounces up and down.
on	 The	spotty	ladybug	is	on	the	flower.
off The light is not plugged in. The light is off.
under The pig is going under the fence.
over	 The	fluffy	sheep	is	jumping	over	the	fence.
in	 Two	fish	are	swimming	in	the	bowl.
out	 One	fish	is	out	of	his	bowl!
night It is dark outside at night.
day I play outside on a sunny day.
hot I like to drink hot chocolate.
cold The snowcone is cold on my lips.
same They are the same kind of fruit.
different They are different kinds of fruit.
happy The happy bear is smiling.
sad The sad bear is frowning.
empty The glass is empty.
full The basket is full of red tomatoes.
above The plane is up above the clouds.
below The bird is down below the clouds.
in front The bunny is in front of the giraffes.
behind The giraffe is behind the fence.
right She waved bye-bye with her right paw.
left	 He	waved	hello	to	the	flowers	with	his	left	paw.
few	 We	have	just	a	few	flowers.
many There are many red balloons in the bunch.
yummy I like to eat yummy food.
yucky The ice cream cone fell on the ground.
open The wooden gate is open.
closed The umbrella is closed.
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Verbs

eat He eats a red apple.
sleep When you are tired you go to sleep.
walk She walks the dog in the woods.
cry The little girl is sad and crying.
feed	 The	boy	can	feed	the	fish.
hug He likes to hug his brown bunny.
jump	 They	are	playing	jump	rope.
kiss He got a big kiss on his forehead.
play The girl plays the piano.
run She runs very fast.
sit The bunny can sit on the chair.
swing She went on the swing to play.
wash She uses a washcloth to wash her face.
read He is reading a good book.
drink He likes to drink with a straw.
draw She can draw curved lines.
climb She can climb up and over the fence.
clap They are playing a clap your hands game.
brush She can brush the horse’s hair.
smell	 The	pretty	flowers	smell	good.
sneeze He sneezes when he has a cold.
catch He is ready to catch the ball.
look Look at the big hot air balloon.
listen She likes to sit and listen to music.
pour Pour the lemonade into the glass.
push Daddy will push the baby in the stroller.
help He did not understand, so he asked for help.
go The children go to school on the bus.
give She will give him more cake.
put He put the towel in the laundry basket.


